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tin sheds galleRy, sydney

you find yourself sharing a gallery with artists and work that ticks over in time.

Rules of play extends over three weeks, with performances, conversations and artworks that 

ask your sustained attention. the artists are in various stages of testing out and en-acting 

formulas. there are challenges of agency and expediency for art and all of us engaging with 

the world. 

the nine artists in the show are based in austria and australia, with inquisitive practices 

that intersect across performance, making and research. We operate in the wake of many 

predecessors testing out theatrical temporality, cinematic and real time - including situa-

tions 'within which an action may take the time it takes to perform that action'1 - and the 

Rules
of Play

—

1 annette Michelson on dance, time and criticism in the 1960 “yvonne Rainer - Part 1: the dance and  

the dance”, Artforum, January 1974, p.57. Referenced in “time Management” by carrie lambert-Beatty, in  

After the Act: The (Re)Presentation of Performance Art, published by Barbara clausen for the Museum of  

Moderner Kunst stiftung ludwig Wien, 2005, p.119.
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arduous hours required by making and collaboration. tin sheds itself has been an important 

site for experimental australian performance and visual arts, arising from conceptual art 

practice and new models of art education in the 1960s.2 there is a shared understanding 

that we cannot but work in relation to significant histories of artists and ideas before us. 

here i start with the beginning, as is usually very important for the rules and for play. this 

initial space has much suspense and transience, tempered with the criticality of what  

actually happens next. leading up to Rules of play, sarah Rodigari reflected that: 

Sometimes it is hard to move forward, know how to begin and when to start. Ath-

letes spend a lifetime in the danger zone taking their mark, deciding on what to 

focus on before the gun goes off. One option is to focus on your first movement, 

not the gun. Second, would be a sensory set. This means that you would focus your 

attention on the starter’s gun. 

       

Recently Rodigari applied this advice as she walked from Melbourne to sydney. for  

Strategies for Leaving and Arriving Home, she roughly followed the hume highway north by 

foot in mid-winter. this was a solo walk, but she welcomed people to join her en route. 

Blogging and tweeting along the way, certain mediated aspects of her experience now enter 

the annals of performance art documentation. in this show Rodigari presents some of the 

borders she crossed, barbed wire fences intersecting the landscape that proved challenging 

for one woman with all her gear and her iphone. she follows upon countless walks of others, 

such as land artist Richard long (eg. A Line Made By Walking3, 1967), indigenous afl star 

Michael long (who walked from Melbourne to canberra in 2004 to discuss indigenous 

rights with John howard4), and performance artists Marina abramovic and ulay (eg. The Lovers– 

The Great Wall Walk, in which they walked 2,000km from opposite ends of the great Wall 

of china to say goodbye5). Rodigari's walk was a sustained personal and open quest of mov-

ing and arriving home. she set out to learn about taking care of oneself, in relation to 

people and this big country we share.

narratives cross vast and intimate distances. Part of determining the rules of play is making 

sure that everyone understands, or at least to your advantage. teik-Kim Pok is testing out 

means of listening, speaking and acting to convince you he knows everything about you. for 

Rules of play he will be staging a series of one-on-one consultations and performance  

experiments. he is investigating the esoteric via mimicry and suggestive listening. acting as 

—
2 aspects of this early history are charted by stephen Jones in “Post-object art and the tin sheds”,  

a chapter in Synthetics: Aspects of Art and Technology in Australia 1956-75, the Mit Press, 2011, 

pp. 157-202. 

3 see www.richardlong.org

4 see more about the long Walk campaign which continues annually, www.thelongwalk.com.au

5 see www.medienkunstnetz.de/works/the-lovers

a medium in bridging uneven cultural syntax, he aspires to invoke empathy and glean what 

you wish to hear. he will tell you, and others. Pok is sincerely reshuffling some basic tenets 

of contemporary performance and charlatanism. he points out, 'candour is intertwined with 

this sense of being on the precipice – whether it is in a social situation, or a performed 

situation – to communicated effectively.'6 Pok explores the imprint and slippages of every-

day interaction. 

Performance of course also lets us play out complex and abstract ideas. Bernadette anzen-

gruber enacts philosophy and conjecture, here reimagining the waiting recipient of corre-

spondence from Jacques derrida which never arrives. for ENVOIS À DERRIDA  

(LETTER III), she travels back and forward in time to follow the idea of an unread letter; 

responding to derrida's urge that all letters be burned in the first place (the Postcard)7. she 

appears in stop-motion animation embodying the articulated waiting and loss. there are 

numerous speculative and romantic messages from between 1976 and 2080, so that time 

and voices fold into an uncertain melodrama. this character is not fixed in time or relation-

ship to derrida or to the artist, she is developing throughout research and performative  

iterations. anzengruber describes this letter as 'excess, supplementary embodiment of loss, 

irreducible to the pragmatic idea of letter-writing. unread, it will be swallowed by a black 

hole, a collapsed star, a very active dead end of the universe.' 

correspondence is also performed in Brian fuata's ISLANDS, as a game which necessarily 

breaks down. he has long been concerned with improvised performance and collaborative 

experiments, explored in such projects as WRONG SOLO with numerous artists, and Cruis-

ing Workshops with agatha gothe-snape. here he is devising a performance framework 

modeled on the 'chinese Whispers' game, which will be enacted in collaborative sequence 

by each of the artists in Rules of play. fuata builds instructions for a performance to be 

transmitted, remembered, decayed and somehow sustained over the nine days of the  

exhibition. the gallery becomes a rehearsal space as artists remember the hand-me-down 

story during gallery hours, and perform what they can to the public at the end of the day. 

any failures and mistranslations between artists fold into the formula, which fuata will  

receive and conclude in the final performance.

Play can be considered in terms of mitigating risk – 'a systematic program of how to live in 

a world we don’t understand very well', as described by populist economic theorist nassim 

nicholas taleb8 in our uncertain times. in my own work i seek to find out about spaces we 

make and occupy here, in this case the Reader's digest Building in sydney. from this singu-

lar site of broader economic, ecological and esoteric import, i have been asking  

—
6 from my conversation with teik-Kim reproduced in the catalogue for Imprint, an exhibition curated by 

anneke Jaspers at artspace in sydney in 2009.

7 Jacques derrida, The Post Card: From Socrates to Freud and Beyond, 1980.

8 nassim nicholas taleb, The Black Swan: The Impact of the Highly Improbable, Penguin group, 2007.
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questions towards the ends of the world. talking across generational and pragmatic  

knowledge of building space and money, and restaging verbatim dialogue via performance 

and video, the rules and play blur. it's an absurd but serious process of engaging local  

architects, workers, theorists, community members and actors to record and re-enact   

dialogue, now and then and towards the future. We are sharing intergenerational expertise 

and expectations of our city, and the rules, fears and humour possible here. 

also contending with intergenerational knowledge production and crises, nina stuhldreher 

is forging unorthodox sequences of serendipity. the conflation of time and experience,  

insight and crisis is an intriguing part of learning processes. combining her international  

travels and performative artistic research, in HOW I GOT (TRANS)GLOBALISM she  

asserts a chain of psychogeographic, disastrous, embodied and economic relationships.  

stuhldreher visited Perth's cRash/symbiotica creative laboratory in 2010, and was  

impressed with how young and fleeting this city and its economic landscape appeared. she 

became interested in exploring the possibility of developing an EVACUATION PLAN,  

reflecting on the camp as permanent state of exception in late capitalism and transfixed by 

recent geo-tectonic disturbance across the globe. We are all immersed in diverse imperial 

and colonial legacies; refabricating ourselves in cultural, scientific and causal approxima-

tion. We have the internet to keep up. she describes hers as a time-lord strategy'; like 

doctor Who, 'his rescue thanks to the 'law of seriality' allowed me to understand my visions 

as travel-induced serendipity phenomena." artistic knowledge production is a contested 

zone, which does not have to be limited by notions of innovation or ambiguity, materials, 

language or fact. there are things that can be known in the making, in the imagining and 

in things not understood. 

Michaela gleave is conducting a series of experiments over 101 days and nights, where stars 

are captured, replicated and bestowed upon strangers. she is testing certain parameters of 

amateur astronomy and pyrotechnics, artistic process and representation, and the ardour 

implicit in such work over time. gleave presents a slideshow: objects made from tiny explo-

sions made to stand in for the inconceivably large explosions that happened a long time 

ago but which we can see now somehow sometimes at night. she also presents a contract, 

by which she recently bound herself to a stranger for 101 nights of stargazing via a smart-

phone app and sMs. there is a gap between what we can know with science and what we 

still yearn to understand, where art may romance us with invention.

such common limits – be they vernacular, scientific, abstract, or what have you – frame 

generative and exploratory spaces. they encourage stories, give protagonists obstacles, de-

fine resistance and arouse change. Michael Poetschko has been building stories, places and 

characters to map out an urban contact zone for his cinematic essay Zona. he aims to  

explore the precarities and porousness of this space, as 'an immanent part of the city, the 

body and our desires.” this project started with a rereading of tarkovsky and the strugatskys’ 

concept of the zone, as depicted so hauntingly in the film Stalker.9 he continues such  

questioning of art, science, hope and struggle.  Poetschko will present his work in stages of 

development during the three weeks of the exhibition.  as he continues shooting, editing and 

screening iterations of the work during his time here, Zona will bridge vienna and sydney.

agatha gothe-snape is well practiced with asking questions in and of the space. she has 

been working with generalised rules that are useful for art and life; means of remembering 

artists past and present; diagrams and headlines drawn from conversations with strangers. 

gothe-snape asks us how we can embody the magnitude of our experience – emotional, 

psychological, historical and physical – and then articulate this via art. for this show, the 

rules take the form of a choreography mapped out in gouache paint with pencil notations. 

over three weeks, gothe-snape is collaborating with contemporary performers tim darby-

shire, Brooke stamp and lizzie thompson. she draws a score for each to dance the gallery 

space. there is much logic at play. she describes her pencil notations in her paintings as 

markers that point to the 'fog of history, experiences, feelings and ghosts of any space.' this 

is a generative and reflexive project, hand-drawn lines mapping out embodied performanc-

es and complex remembrances. however there is no teleology of reason or action. this work 

reflects on generations of conceptual art and instructional dance, one relevant local exam-

ple being ian Milliss’ Walk Along This Line from 197010, in which you were told to follow, 

impossibly, masking tape placed five centimetres from the gallery wall. the dancers and 

their performances provide just one example of infinite ways you could respond to the score 

constituted by the drawing. as with all art you are invited to make your own interpretation, 

but given the option to dance it rather than just think it.

Rules of play will test how some divergent art endeavours may operate and be reimagined. 

as the show plays out in this gallery, we will be considering the dramaturgy, participation 

and critical reflection required. My text here will not invoke endings, as the work is yet to 

take place, and  writers stephen zepke in vienna and tessa zettel in sydney have here more 

to say. the question of what efficacy need we have as artists and as players will  

definitely remain, spiky and bathetic as ever.

By Kathryn gray.

—
9 Stalker was directed by andrei tarkovsky with screenwriters Boris and arkady strugatsky 

in 1979.

10 see details about this piece and ian Milliss’ work www.ianmilliss.com/text/textindex.htm
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MICHAEL POETSCHKO

zona, film stills from 2 channel video installation, hd with stereo sound, 2011. 

thanks to all collaborators and supporters. image courtesy the artist.

see detailed information about the project in progress at www.leaking-maps.net
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MICHAELA GLEAVE

Star #1: ‘Nashira’ or Gamma Capricorni. Meaning: Arabic  

‘fortunate one’. Constellation: Capricornus. Set: 18:13pm; rise: 

4:40am. 10/03/11, 35mm slide, 2011. this project was assisted by an  

artspace studio residency. With thanks to yann vignes, sam Whittingham and  

Mark Wotherspoon. image courtesy the artist and anna Pappas gallery.
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nInA STuHLdrEHEr

*HOW I GOT TRANSGLOBALISM*, extract from installation, 2011 © the artist  

(image credits: Riverside Wikimedia commons / still from A Dark Victory, 1939).
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BrIAn FuATA 

Chinese whispers performance still, 2010, at flag residency with 

support from Bundanon trust. image courtesy the artist.

RULES OF PLAY – THE PLEASURES AND 

PITFALLS OF CONTEMPORARY PRACTICE. 

A set of parameters with which to start:

- identify all specificities and objectives 

- make sure that everyone understands

- do everything required 

- feel the affect

- remember what came before

- repeat more than necessary1

there is, to begin, a conceptual map, a set of parameters or Rules of Play, according to 

which this collaborative exhibition takes place. these parameters almost constitute a meth-

od, ‘almost’ because while they seem to suggest precise rules and adopt the  

imperative voice, they are also playfully open and illusive, potentially including anything. on 

the one hand, there is something universal and almost scientific in the ‘all’, ‘everyone’, and 

‘everything’ of the first three parameters, which encompass the exterior world of the  

production and reception of the work, while on the other the last three are subjective,  

singular and, in calling for excessive repetition, perhaps a little irritating. it is as if Rules of 

Play wishes to confront the objective world governed by conceptual rules with the  

subjective play of feelings and memories. this synthesis defines, i would argue, the  

ambitions of Kantian aesthetics as well as the realm of contemporary art. 

contemporary art’s strategies of engaging with 'life' were inherited from conceptual art, 

minimalism and performance art. Between them these innovations of the '60s provided the 

impetus for current interest in 'research-based practices', 'knowledge production',  

'Relational aesthetics', installation, collaboration, performativity and all the other innovative 

practices convulsing the art schools and market. these avant-garde practices sought, and 

seek, to directly intervene in the 'rules' structuring social and political life by ‘mimicking’ 

them. although this immediately distinguishes contemporary art from the modernist paint-

ing that preceded it, it also ran, and runs, the risk of simply confirming these rules, and 

delivering art over to the powers that enforce them. such mimicry resulted in what  

Benjamin Buchloh famously called conceptual art’s ‘aesthetics of administration’, an  

aesthetic that expressed, but did not challenge, bureaucratic means of control.2  

similarly, Minimalism’s interest in the ‘lived experience’ of a viewer too easily accepted 

—
1 these were, curator Kathryn gray informed me, ‘the first rules i set for us to play with, which have been 

more or less taken up (and overtaken) by artists.’ Personal correspondence 22/07/2011.

2 see, Benjamin Buchloh, ‘conceptual art 1962-1969: from the aesthetics of administration to the 

critique of institutions’, in Conceptual art: a critical anthology, Mit Press, 2000.
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Phenomenology’s transcendental subject, ironically folding the specificity of Minimalism’s 

‘lived experience’ back onto universal conditions. What was missing, and what artists in the 

'70s and the '80s increasingly sought, was a way to understand the 'rules' structuring life 

in a located and historical sense, an understanding that would allow art to directly  

intervene in the political realm. Publishing the eight categories organising Roget’s thesau-

rus in the classified section of a newspaper (Joseph Kosuth, Second Investigation 1. Exis-

tence (1968)) didn’t exactly challenge the mass-media game, just as lived experience, clearly 

didn’t get you very far if it simply confirmed the fact that inside the gallery walls experience 

was implicitly white, educated and male. What was needed was a strategy that could both 

inhabit these 'rules' and 'play' with them.

as a result, artists in the '70s and '80s pushed the strategy of mimicry further, by reproduc-

ing the 'rules' (in the best work, media stereotypes) in an ambivalent way that both  

acknowledged their own complicity and 'played' with the images in order to 'deconstruct' their 

master narratives. this often involved highlighting gender or racial stereotypes and their  

dissemination in the mass-media, with the wider aim of opening up a space for 'difference'.  

'difference' became, and remains, an ethical (as opposed to aesthetic) value that art both 

defends and embodies in the 'play' it introduces into the rules of social and subjective  

reproduction. cindy sherman’s early film-stills, for example, represent stereotypes of  

femininity in a way that both repeats and resists them. in fact the repetition is the resis-

tance, because it both emphasises the constructed nature of female identity, and in  

conjunction with the anxious actor ’s gaze indicates its oppressive function. this small space 

of difference places the work both inside and outside the 'rules of the game', representing 

the rules, but with irony. this great discovery of irony as political critique suggested that an 

artist’s self-awareness inoculated but did not remove their complicity, remaining as  

evidence of the 'actual' rather than abstract engagement their work achieved. 

irony emerged in the '80s as part of a politics of representation that remained tied to  

the image, and relied on a distance that seems increasingly cerebral in hindsight.  

the response came in the '90s with Relational aesthetics, which has rejected irony in  

favor of political realism, or as nicolas Bourriaud put it, the production of ‘micro- 

utopias’ with the ‘modest aim’ of rendering ‘little services’ that ‘patiently re-stitch the  

relational fabric.’ this art of ‘convivial relations’ and ‘disconcerting situations’ attempts to 

offer ‘tangible models of sociability’ that ‘contrast’ and ‘differ ’ from ‘those structuring  

everyday life’.3 here, the political focus of the work remains the 'rules' of social reproduc-

tion, but these are now understood within the emerging bio-political context. it is precisely 

the production of subjectivity on the level of affect, and the social conformity and political 

consensus that results, which the work attempts to resist by constructing situations in 

which 'better' or 'critical' relations can emerge. here, rather than 'play' critiquing 'rules', 

—
3 all quotes from nicolas Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics. translated by s. Pleasance and f. Woods. 

dijon: les presses du reel, 2002.

we have what is sometimes called a ‘directed reality’ in which the artist sets up the initial 

parameters of the work, which are then opened to the unpredictable 'play' of people’s  

participation. examples range from setting up and cooking for ‘convivial’ dinner parties 

(Rikrit tiravanija) to the architectural manipulation of communal spaces to enable better 

communication (liam gillick). in these cases it is the relations (both sensual and discursive) 

produced that are the 'art', relations that are designed to 'play' within the wider social 

'rules'. But haunting all of these developments remains the problems implicit in mimicking 

the 'rules' of life, in particular the risks of art becoming either indiscernible from life and 

so insignificant and pointless, or having its 'difference' subsumed or instrumentalised by 

the political system it wishes to resist. claire Bishop’s well-known attack on Relational 

aesthetics in general, and Rikrit tiravanija and liam gillick in particular, makes precisely 

this point, claiming that, for example, ‘in the context of today’s dominant economic model 

of globalisation, tiravanija’s itinerant ubiquity does not self-reflexively question this logic, 

but merely reproduces it.’4 Bishop draws on chantal Mouffe’s theory of ‘agonism’ to  

condemn the ‘feel-good factor ’ of tiravanija’s work, and the ‘corporate feng-shui’ of gillick’s, 

in favour of a ‘friction, awkwardness and discomfort’ that ‘implies the readmittance of a  

degree of autonomy to art’. gillick has vigorously defended his work against Bishop’s ac-

cusation that it seeks ‘pragmatic compromise’, arguing that in fact ‘i do not argue for com-

promise and negotiation as recipes for improvement; i take a strong critical position against 

such conditions.’5 But whether it is Bishop’s preferred artists thomas hirschorn and  

santiago sierra, or in fact gillick himself who succeed in producing ‘agonistic ’ relational art, 

they all run the same risk of being instrumentalised by contemporary capitalism. as Bishop 

writes, ‘today, art has become all too subsumed into everyday life – as leisure, entertain-

ment, and business.’6 here, Bishop is loosely paraphrasing the work of luc Boltanski and 

eve chiapello,7 who have argued that the ‘aesthetic critique’ of fordist production devel-

oped in the late 60s has become the model for the restructuring of production within new 

capitalism, while the productions of 'difference' and even 'dissent' have become important 

marketing and advertising techniques. it is in this context that commentators such as eric 

alliez have accused Relational aesthetics of ‘the aestheticisation of dissensus as the post-

political form for the postmodernist consensus affirming its ‘open’ and ‘relational’ qualities, 

self-affirming the value of conviviality beyond antagonism and/or radicality.’8 on the other 

hand, when art abandons its autonomy in order to mimic life, and claims that its ‘anti-art’ 

—
3 all quotes from nicolas Bourriaud, Relational aesthetics. translated by s. Pleasance and f. Woods. dijon: 

les presses du reel, 2002.

4 claire Bishop, ‘antagonism and Relational aesthetics’, in October 110, fall 2004, p.58.

5 liam gillick, ‘contingent factors: a Response to claire Bishop’s ‘antagonism and Relational aesthetics’’,  

edited by l. Bovier. zurich: JRP Ringier, 2006, in Proxemics, Selected Writings (1988-2006), p. 163. 

6 claire Bishop, ‘antagonism and Relational aesthetics’, p. 75.

7 luc Boltanski and eve chiapello, The New Spirit of Capitalism. translated by g. elliot. london: verso, 

2005.

8 eric alliez, ‘capitalism and schizophrenia and consensus: of Relational aesthetics’ in deleuze and 

contemporary art, p. 87. edited by s. zepke and s. o’sullivan. edinburgh: edinburgh university Press, 2010.
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or ‘non-art’ strategy is 'political', then political criteria must be  

applied in order to evaluate its success. But this is problematic to 

say the least, as chantal Mouffe’s own comments on the Bishop/

gillick affair make clear. although she shares gillick’s belief in  

‘functional utopias’, and the project of bringing ‘about profound 

changes in power relations within the existing liberal democratic 

framework’, she nevertheless distances herself from him because he 

does not propose a common enemy able to establish a ‘chain of 

equivalence’ between different struggles, and as a condition of  

establishing a new hegemonic politics.9 Mouffe’s response is  

extremely revealing not because it supports any particular practice, 

but because it fundamentally questions contemporary art’s desire 

to be 'political'. it clearly draws a line, on one side of which is 'art' 

(no matter how 'political'), and on the other 'politics'. in fact i would 

argue that art draws this line too, because no matter how suspicious 

of ‘aesthetics’, contemporary practices are inevitably involved in very 

localised political actions, and remain sceptical of the kind of 

‘rearticulation’ Mouffe suggests. this is because contemporary art’s 

way of being 'political' (i.e., art mimicking life) requires it to remain 

art so that it might 'play'. in other words, it dissents, it critiques, it 

subverts the 'rules', and perhaps, on a good day, it even invents 

some new ones, but it never presumes to step outside this realm of 

‘micro-politics’. 

art’s ambitions have rarely exceeded the realm of its direct affect – 

the encounters within which it lives – but within the ontology of 

immanence preferred by artists a change in a part means a change 

in the whole, giving any encounter with art the potential to become 

a fully-fledged political event. But even if we are to accept the  

micro-political potential of art, the question remains as to how ar-

tistic practices can best achieve it. Relational aesthetics certainly 

develops two elements that have returned in recent times, and that 

i would argue have always been important, first of all finding the 

ontology of art in aesthetic production, and second, the necessity of 

retaining an autonomous realm for aesthetic production, precisely 

in order for it to have a (micro-)political effect. 

—
9 chantal Mouffe, ‘Politics and artistic Practices in 

Post-utopian times’, in Meaning Liam Gillick. edited by M.  

szewczyk. cambridge (Mass.): Mit Press, 2009.

—
TEIK-KIM POK

photos of magic show in singapore 1991; and 

speech contest at MPh Bookstore singapore, 

1995, images courtesy shirley yap and the artist. 

thanks to thinkun interactive for support.
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this is the argument of three philosophers who are currently very influential in the art world, 

Jacques Rancière, felix guattari and gilles deleuze. What is most interesting about these 

thinkers is that they all reject postmodernism, and insist on a continuation of Modernism 

that in each case is substantially based upon the aesthetics of Kant.10 all of these philoso-

phers – and it is a point not often registered within the contemporary art discourse that so 

happily quotes them – insist that what is fundamentally 'political' about art is its produc-

tion of sensation, because politics is fundamentally aesthetic. Rancière is very clear on this 

point, arguing that the 'aesthetics' at the core of politics’ operates ‘as the system of a priori 

forms determining what presents itself to sense experience’.11 art produces a ‘dissensus’ 

within this system when it creates sensations that do not reproduce these a priori 'rules'. 

What is most refreshing about Rancière’s theory is that it rejects any 'political' distinction 

between modernist and post-modernist avant-gardes, arguing that both the avant-garde 

movements of art into life (anti-art) and life into art (modernist art) converge in their at-

tempt to create a ‘fissure in the sensible order by confronting the established framework of 

perception, thought, and action with the 'inadmissible'’.12 this inadmissible sensation re-

mains undetermined by the 'rules' that make things sensible, and in this sense it is ‘beauti-

ful’ because it implies a ‘free-play’ of the faculties. according to Kant the pleasure given by 

the beautiful emerges when a sensible experience is undetermined by both the under-

standing (the rules determining possible experience) and reason (a universal idea of 'art', or 

a personal desire), and so enters into a new relationship with them. ‘it is this neither... nor... 

that defines the experience of the beautiful as the experience of a kind of resistance’,13 

Rancière argues, it is a dissensual sensation that in remaining undetermined by the given 

'rules' creates a new, universal partition of the sensible, or sensus communis. the beautiful 

is, in Rancière as in Kant, both a singular aesthetic judgement and a new universal a priori, 

and it is this rather surprising power of micro-politics that makes art political – whether it 

claims autonomy from or solidarity with life. 

What are we to draw from all of this? it is certainly tempting to see in Rancière the comple-

tion of a circle drawn from the 60s to today, including the autonomous Kantian and Mod-

ernist aesthetics of painting and a politically engaged contemporary anti-art. this would be 

a circle drawn around art as an irreducibly aesthetic and sensible production that was free 

to 'play' with the 'rules' determining the given. is this, finally, what we are to understand by 

Rules of Play? does its ambiguous synthesis of conceptual rules and sensual play aim to 

produce a political intervention by aesthetic means? one would hope so, as much contem-

porary art theory tends to conflate the ‘ambiguous’ with 'play', and ascribes to this a politi-

cal effect. i will limit myself to the example of sarat Maharaj, who is typical in condemning 

the ‘circuits of know-how that run on clearly spelled out methodological steel tracks’, in 

favour of an art practice he describes as ‘the unpredictable see-feel-think processes of  

no-how.’14 But ambiguity is not the free-play of dissensus, which is an aesthetic production 

with the strength and clarity to express a new emergence of democracy and equality.  

ambiguity is simply another name for contemporary art’s tendency to confuse 'politics' with 

negation (and first of all the negation of art – art’s politics rarely get beyond a kind  

of nasty, self-righteous narcissism). sarat Maharaj, this time writing in the catalogue for  

Documenta 11, defines art through a series of negations, arguing for example, that  

although art generates ideas it is ‘quite different from discursive modalities’. in fact, he 

continues, art practices are not only irreducible to existing forms of knowledge and visual 

production, but entirely undetermined by them; ‘there are no prior known rules or knowable 

ends that can be spelled out before the event.’15 this is a typical claim made by contempo-

rary art, which negates any existing 'rules' so as to allow its very existence a kind of ‘always 

already’ status as politics. this is as far away from Rancière as it is from deleuze, whom 

Maharaj is fond of quoting. such 'theory', and much art, believes that the simple affirmation 

of art’s utterly autonomous and undetermined existence, its absolute 'difference' from ev-

erything constitutes its supposedly radical 'politics'. But it does not. Politics, as Rancière 

and deleuze make clear, is about struggle as much as it is about invention, and if these two 

are not connected then artistic 'play' simply disappears up its own arse. Mahara claims art’s 

'difference' from all other disciplines turns it into a ‘shredder-pulper ’ of, amongst other 

things, Kant’s ‘archetypal 3d knowledge grid’. But far from a playful encounter, let alone a 

political event, a ‘shredder-pulper ’ only produces a bland, homogenised, and utterly  

de-differentiated mess.

By stephen zepke.

the full text of this essay is available at www.playingrules.tumblr.com/writing

—

10 unfortunately i don’t have the space to discuss deleuze and guattari here – except to point out the 

rather odd fact that in What Is Philosophy they vehemently reject conceptual art because it fails to 

produce a (Kantian) sensation, and in , Francis Bacon: The Logic of Sensation, deleuze claims his 

differences with clement greenberg and Michael fried ‘are just a matter of words’. this suggests that 

applying their work indiscriminately to contemporary practices is problematic to say the least. While all 

three follow a Kantian understanding of aesthetics, deleuze favours the sublime element while Rancière 

condemns him for this because, as we’ll see, he prefers the beautiful. 

11 Jacques Rancière, The Politics of Aesthetics, The Distribution of the Sensible, p. 13. translated by  

g. Rockhill. london: continuum, 2004. Rancière follows foucault’s historicization of Kant’s transcendental 

aesthetic, see The Politics of Aesthetics, p. 50-1.

12 Jacques Rancière, The Politics of Aesthetics, The Distribution of the Sensible, p. 85. 

13 Jacques Rancière, Dissensus, On Politics and Aesthetics, p. 173. translated by s. corcoran. 

london: continuum, 2010.

14 sarat Maharaj, ‘Know-how and no-how: stopgap notes on “method” in visual art as knowledge 

production’, in Art&Research, A Journal of Ideas, Contexts and Methods, vol. 2 no. 2, spring 2009, p. 3, 9.

15 sarat Maharaj, ‘Xeno-epistemics: Makeshift Kit for sounding visual art as Knowledge Production 

and the Retinal Regimes’, in Documenta 11_Platform 5: Exhibition Catalogue. ostfildern-Ruit: 

hatje cantz, 2002.
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AGATHA GOTHE-SnAPE

Choreography (Variations), gouache on arches, 75cm x 55cm, 2011 (detail and cover). 

image courtesy the artist.
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SArAH rOdIGArI

Strategies for Leaving and Arriving Home,  

documentation of walk from Melbourne to sydney, 2011.  

image courtesy Jess olivieri and the artist. this project was 

supported by field theory and presented as part of the  

Performance space Walk program in 2011.
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REMEMBERING AHEAD 

(OR HOw I NEVER LEARNT TO PLAY BRIDGE)

North: so spades is always the highest, isn’t it?

South: no that’s only in the bidding

West: you’ll learn by playing, you will.

North: let’s just have a crack

East: that’s not a bridge term

West: Now, as I understand it, I could start modestly, because that seems to be the way … 

it’s a modest game

orchestrating an impromptu game of bridge between artists, overworked and time-poor, 

and all but one of whom have never played before, may not at first seem the most expedient 

way of advancing a catalogue text for an imminent exhibition featuring said artists. none-

theless, an unlikely proposition born of delirium and misadventure has somehow become a 

concrete actuality, and here we are on a saturday night, clumsily acquainting ourselves with 

the rules of a rather old-fashioned game that originated in nineteenth century Russian 

‘biritch’ and whose modern form was popularised throughout europe from the late 1920s. a 

game of skill and chance describes as ‘tactical, with inbuilt randomness, imperfect knowl-

edge and restricted communication’,1 which also happens to be a neat characterisation both 

of Rules of Play as a curatorial event and of the individual artist projects it brings into 

being.

South: It’s always good to lead with your heart

We have at our disposal a digital copy of Learn Bridge in One Hour, some hastily prepared 

soup and one player ’s recollections of heavily bastardised high school matches. seated as 

instructed around a square(ish) table in the cosy surrounds of the Bill + george librarium, 

we also have a set of starting parameters that curator Kathryn gray offered all the artists, 

australian and austrian, for the exhibition’s first iteration at Bell street Project space in 

vienna late last year. her directives to ‘identify all specificities and objectives’, ‘make sure 

that everyone understands’, ‘do everything required’, ‘feel the affect’, ‘remember what came 

before’ and ‘repeat more than necessary’ seem oddly appropriate at this juncture, working 

as we are in teams (north-south, east-West) to negotiate unfamiliar terrain where memory, 

commitment and shared learning have a high exchange value. also, as we are all on stolen 

time in this nebulous work/play zone, we might as well enjoy it.

♥      ♠

—
1 ‘contract bridge’ on Wikipedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/contract_bridge accessed 13/08/11

South: This is a total novice round, this is fine. We’re fumbling our way through it, and some 

order will emerge

the person who has brought us here, albeit unwittingly, is my great aunt dora, a champion 

bridge player until the day she died aged almost ninety-eight, just over a week ago. the 

game was serious and a touch mystical for this extraordinary woman who spoke seven 

languages and studied Medicine in Paris, Jews being unable to attend Polish universities. it 

was at the bridge table that her husband oskar (a ballroom-dancer from a family of wealthy 

Russian industrialists) had managed to acquire another player ’s unneeded identity papers 

which, with a little forgery, would enable their passage away from the glinting opulence and 

terror of 1930s Warsaw and later vilnius, to this faraway place that would become their 

home.2 over the years we’d often talked about her teaching me to play, but time, as it has 

a habit of doing, slipped away.

East: Bold move there, South!

to add to its improbability, our game has followed directly on the heels of an erudite three-

hour ‘rave’ by legendary indigenous historian and activist gary foley, in the very gallery 

where Rules of Play will take place. foley opened with a quote, ‘the past actually happened 

but history is only what someone wrote down’ and indeed his own lived memory is one 

painfully elided by official histories.3 to remember what came before is no straightforward 

act of recall but a generative exercise in (re)construction. there is resonance here with the 

words of hans-georg gadamer, as cited by design philosopher tony fry in design as Politics: 

‘memory must be formed … one has memory for some things and not for others’.4 to this 

basic formulation fry adds, ‘there is no sustainment without memory’, arguing that ‘in the 

bleakness of ‘the structurally unsustainable present’ it is crucial to develop ‘another way’ 

and to defend a memory of an otherwise’.5 this puts remembering – of a particular ‘other-

wise’ kind – at the forefront of future-making; and learning how to do it will require imagi-

nation and new value judgements, tactical skill and a recognition of the limits of one’s own 

knowledge.

—
2 their knowledge of australia consisting of the dubious fact that it had the highest per capita 

consumption of soap, the grynbergs thought it would be a clean place to wait out the war, after which of 

course, there was no home and no community to return to. Read more here: www.newsstore.fairfax.com.

au/apps/viewdocument.ac;jsessionid=e04ca4Bc28a1dd33a80f752aa5145a94?sy=afr&pb=all_ffx&dt=se

lectRange&dr=1month&so=relevance&sf=text&sf=headline&rc=10&rm=200&sp=brs&cls=16226&clsPage

=1&docid=age1005082tncJ1f2297 

3 a. Whitney Brown, as quoted by gary foley, the Black heart of the city workshop, tin sheds, sydney, 13 

august, 2011

4 hans-georg gadamer, 1990 truth and Method, continuum, new york in tony fry, 2011, design as Politics, 

Berg, oxford p. 200

5 tony fry, 2011, design as Politics, Berg, oxford p. 200
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♦      ♣

South: so that means, we’re projecting into the future, and going, I’m confident, especially 

when you call out Spades, of having the highest cards.

the online introduction to Rules of Play notes that though establishing frameworks in the 

present, these artists reach out in a double motion ‘back to what has already happened’ and 

‘towards a speculative reimagining of what may yet be possible’.6 appropriating past prac-

tices and reformulating them into new, futuring forms represents a kind of ‘otherwise 

memory’ that can be found in the work of several artists in this show. for sarah Rodigari, in 

Strategies for Leaving and Arriving Home (2011), walking a distance travelled hundreds of 

times by plane without thinking forced the artist to consider quite literally what she is ca-

pable of. enacting with cheerful unpreparedness the romantic pilgrim of Walden-like hikes 

through high and low country (but also the manifest experience of those fleeing persecu-

tion or unrest, and indeed of anyone needing to cross country before, or perhaps after, the 

epoch of cars), Rodigari also played the roles of ‘host, facilitator, organiser, caterer, adven-

ture and tour guide’ for those taking up an open invitation to accompany her along the way. 

While the artist was bounded by her structure and subject to its rules (more or less), partici-

pants were free to do as they pleased, shifting the nature of the walk and its parameters, 

and in a reshuffling of the values of exchange, ultimately engendering change in the artist’s 

own being.7

West: That worked! That was an idea that worked. Amazing

East: You do what you do, to manipulate the game.

in new zealand artist Michael stevenson’s film Introducción a la teoría de la probabilidad 

(2008), shown earlier this year at sydney’s Museum of contemporary art, the narrator pon-

ders over a perpetual game of cards that ‘in the finite world, no shuffle is fair. the deck is 

always stacked’. navigating an advantageous path between the organising principles of 

economic and political power and everyday survival tactics extending finitude within them 

might be a question of remembering ahead and understanding what françois Jullien calls 

the ‘potential born of disposition’, a dynamism stemming from the configuration of things 

that describes one’s ability to best exploit whatever conditions are encountered.8 Playing 

new kinds of games, with imperfect knowledge and restricted communication, and seeing 

where they take us, can reveal just how structured our ways of living are by the inbuilt rules 

and mechanisms of the world-within-a-world that we have created. if those ludic spaces 

also generate other forms of exchange and understanding, they then offer up possibilities 

for how we might remake existing organising parameters to our own advantage, in other 

words extend ‘the time of enabled sustainment’ which is not fixed in the future but ‘in the 

past as it passes from the present’.9 that is, if we can remember how to get there.

East: But then, it’s all about the long game, people get an idea of how you play.

North: That’s right, we’re all taking notes. In five years time…

West: No, in ninety years time! I like the idea of preparing for a happy retirement. We can 

start building some nice, leisurely activities that keep our brains alert.

North: I think I mixed up clubs and spades.

South: it doesn’t matter now. In the context of eternity…

By tessa zettel.

In memory of Dora Grynberg & with thanks to Kathy, Teik-Kim, Bek and Karl.

—
6 Kathryn gray, Rules of Play http://firstrules.tumblr.com/ accessed 13/08/11

7 sarah Rodigari, strategies for leaving and arriving home 

http://strategiesforleavingandarrivinghome.com/ accessed 13/08/11

8 françois Jullien 1999, the Propensity of things: towards a history of efficacy in china, zone Books, 

new york, p. 27

9 tony fry ibid.
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KATHryn GrAy

Means, ends, and it's the earth that moves, hd video still, 2011.  

starring david anderson, Bob Bain (pictured), Bindy cummings, John James, simon dorabialski  

and the Reader ’s digest Building; with thanks to tessa zettel, Karl Khoe, Michael snape,  

Richard goodwin, and with support from cellarmasters and the commercial travellers' association. 

image courtesy the artist.
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BErnAdETTE AnZEnGruBEr

ENVOIS À DERRIDA (LETTER III), production still, 2011. 

image courtesy the artist.
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you find yourself sharing a gallery with artists and work that ticks over in time.

Rules of play extends over three weeks, with performances, conversations and artworks that 

ask your sustained attention. the artists are in various stages of testing out and en-acting 

formulas. there are challenges of agency and expediency for art and all of us engaging with 

the world. 

the nine artists in the show are based in austria and australia, with inquisitive practices 

that intersect across performance, making and research. We operate in the wake of many 

predecessors testing out theatrical temporality, cinematic and real time - including situa-

tions 'within which an action may take the time it takes to perform that action'1 - and the 

Rules
of Play

—

1 annette Michelson on dance, time and criticism in the 1960 “yvonne Rainer - Part 1: the dance and  

the dance”, Artforum, January 1974, p.57. Referenced in “time Management” by carrie lambert-Beatty, in  

After the Act: The (Re)Presentation of Performance Art, published by Barbara clausen for the Museum of  

Moderner Kunst stiftung ludwig Wien, 2005, p.119.


